INTERNATIONAL
TRAINING FOR TRAINERS

27/06 - 10/07/2022 LATVIA
*INCLUDING TRAVEL DAYS

ABOUT
This is a 12 day training course for
youth
workers,
educators
and
organization leaders, that will provide
you with essential skills, knowledge
and tools to plan and carry out
meaningful activities. We seek to
support you to make your daily work
more sustainable, professional, and
valued across various segments of
society.
This
experience
will
unite
24
participants from EU countries (Poland,
Estonia, Bulgaria, Romania,
Czech
Republic, Greece, Latvia) and team of
4 experienced outdoor trainers and
coaches

EXPERIENTIAL
LEARNING
This training course will be intense
learning as well as full immersion in
experience. For one to fully understand
concept of experiential learning one
has to experience it. There is no way
around it. You will have an opportunity
to participate in outdoor challenges,
high and low rope activities as well as
put all knowledge in practice and
design
and
deliver
your
own
workshops.
During training we will also meet real
groups and teams, to practice
providing
team
building
and
development workshops.

THEORY
ASPECTS
Why is it important to step out of the
comfort zone? What is the purpose of
reflection? What's behind human
behaviour in certain situations? How
to design, plan and deliver inspirational
outdoor education activities? How to
use outdoors as a tool for personal,
social and relational development? We
aim to discover answers to those
questions in theory and practical
experience.

GENERAL

The Essence is intense training for beginner and intermediate level youth workers, facilitators and
trainers, in which they will be provided with most essential tools and skills to successfully facilitate
programmes for group and individuals development. During this training we will also share best work
practices and talk about organization self sufficiency.

GOALS
The goal of this project is to train and equip youth workers with skills, tools and methods to develop and
provide effective, evidence based outdoor and experiential education trainings. During this training we will
cover such topics:
- Coaching and group facilitation techniques.
- Process evaluation methods and tools.
- Creating self-sufficient and sustainable organization and offer to society. Applying social
entrepreneurship principles.
- Youth organization cooperation with educational institutions and entrepreneurs.
- Value-based leadership principles and techniques.
- Group dynamics and human behaviour.
- Program designing
- Personal development

METHODS

Throughout the whole program we will use a mix of the following methods:
Experiential learning
adventures and personal challanges
practicing making workshops to local groups
Personal coaching and reflection sessions
Follow-up activites

TIMELINE OF TRAINING LATVIA *
27/06/2022

ARRIVAL
Arriving in Riga

28/06/2022 - 09/07/2022

12 DAY TRAINING IN "RITES"
Day 1-2:
Establishing successful group trough various team building
tasks, including high rope activities

Meeting/registration at
17.00 at Puškina iela 11

Day 3-5:
Through practical experience and theory, exploring group
dynamics, feedback giving, conflict management, evaluation
techniques and many other usefull tools

Welcome dinner at 18.00

Day 6-7:
Learning and practicing coaching tools/skills

20:00 Night hike to venue

Day 8-10:
Designing and delivering workshops to ourselves and local
groups.

10/07/2022

DEPARTURE
Check-out until 12:45
Returning to Riga with
cars and/or public
transport
(all information will be
given during training)

Day 11-12:
Reflecting on experience, sharing best practice, planning
follow-up activities
*there might be changes made to timeline according to groups needs

PARTICIPANT PROFILE
You are or want to be youth worker/volunteer/social
worker/educator/trainer
You want to know the basics of group development processes and how to
apply them to a specific group, and - eventually - how to design an
experiental training/outdoor programme

You have some experience in field (such as facilitating games, being an
instructor, conducting trainings and workshops)
You are ready to explore possibilities of adventure and experiental
education in practice and are ready for outdoor challenges
You value highly idea of cooperation, sharing and power of contribution
You are ready to participate to whole training in Latvia as well to create
your own follow-up activity at your home country
You are 18+ years old
If you answered "Yes" to all of the above, please fulfil application form at the end of
info pack. Afterwards together with partner organizations we will select participants
who will join from each country.

VENUE
Venue: Rites is the countryside training base, and is located in
a beautiful remote area with just a few neighbour houses
around, with the nearest town Ķegums at a distance of 15 km.
Training base is surrounded by magnificent forests and
nature that participants will get a chance to explore during
outdoor challenge part of the training. In territory of Rites is
Adventure park - with high and low rope course, fireplace,
Treehouse platforms.
1st floor of house accommodates workshop area and kitchen,
2nd floor is made as shared space sleeping area.

PRACTICAL INFO ABOUT VENUE AND WHAT TO BRING WITH YOU?

-Sleeping area is on 2nd floor of house. Shared
area with mattresses. Sheets and pillows are
provided. Also possible to sleep in hammocks
and/or treehouse
-WC and showers are in the territory.
-House will be partly self-managed by group, as
we believe this approach encourages
community spirit, responsibility and sharing.
-Access to wi-fi (limited)
- 3 meals a day according to you diet + coffee
breaks
-Alcohol and drug free policy in territory

- ID or passport
- Comfortable and weather appropriate clothes for
activities outdoors including rainy weather;
- Walking/hiking shoes and shoes or socks for
indoors;
- Sleeping bag
- Daypack
- Towel and personal hygiene kit;
- Personal medicine
- Laptop, notebook e.t.c useful for writing things
down
- Flashlight

HOW TO PREPARE FOR ARRIVAL HIKE ON FIRST EVENING?
On arrival days evening everyone will be invited to go for a hike to reach venue. This serves dual
purpose. first it`s a practical way how to get to venue. Secondly, this serves as wonderful tool for
group bounding. Hike will be about 13-16km long trek trough Latvian forests, fields and swamps, often
going offroads*. To various groups on average it takes 3,5-6 hours. Your main backpack's will be
taken to venue by car. How to prepare for hike:
-Bring daypacks to put water bottle and snacks, spare clothing
-Take flash light, rain coat, comfortable shoes preferably waterproof or quick dry
-Obligatory have full water bottle and personal medicine if you use such
-Make sure you are well rested and ready for a challenge!
Full information and details you will get after the Welcome dinner on arrival day.

TRAVEL TO LATVIA

Program starts with a Welcome dinner on afternoon of
27.06.2022 (arrival day).
We invite you to book your flight tickets or arrange
coming by car/bus to be in Riga before 17.00.
Meeting point in Riga: Our office at Puškina street 11
which is located within 5 min walk from central
bus/train station
If you come by plane you must fly to: Airport Riga (Rix)
If you come by car there is a free parking spot inside
our office territory. Further we will negotiate possibility
to get it to venue.
DEPARTURE: 10.07.2022

PUBLIC TRANSPORT
Easy way to get from Riga (RIX) Airport is via public
transport. Bus No.22 will get you to city center in ~ 20 30 min. Bus station you get out is "Autoosta". Meeting
point at Puškina iela 11 is approx. 5 min walk from this
station.
Ticket price: if you buy in advance in airport (find shop
Narvesen) price is 1,15 EUR per ticket. Or you can buy
ticket in vending machine in bus stop. (take receipt for
refund)
Information about traveling to and from training site
"Rites" will be explained at our meeting point.

USEFUL APPS
Google Maps and BalticMaps - for navigation
Trafi (Veriff) - for public transport schedule and routes
Bolt - taxi service and electric scooters (not reimbursed)

COSTS

Erasmus+ covers almost all the costs for this training, but we ask for a small 30€
contribution to the training. However, it is important to us, that everyone can
participate and we don`t want money to be an obstacle for someone not to
participate, so in case you feel that this might be financial strain to you, please
contact us, and we will come up with work-around.
Travel reimbursements:
Travel costs will be reimbursed based on your actual costs with a maximum amount
per participant stated in table below
TRAVEL
PAX PER
COSTS MAX COUNTRY

Poland
Romania
Czech republic
Bulgaria
Greece
Estonia
Latvia

275€
275€
275€
275€
360€
180€
20€

4
3
3
3
3
3
5

WE REIMBURSE:
-economy class plane tickets/ buss tickets/
train tickets
-real expenses for traveling by car (fuel, toll
roads, ferry) +0,04€/km compensation for
car usage
-travel insurance
-covid tests (if necessary)

The reimbursement will be done as soon as every dissemination activity in your
country will be done after training, and after full success in collecting all the tickets
and boarding passes also from your trips back home. More information will be
provided in training
!!! We do not reimburse taxi costs, food during travel, extra hotel stays, fines e.t.c.

Contact us:

For questions or more information write us to
viesturs@piedzivojumagars.lv or call +371 22017771 (Viesturs a.k.a Lynx)

Our partners:
Romania- Asociatia Economeq – danaborontis@gmail.com
Poland- FUNDACJA PRACOWNIA NAUKI I PRZYGODY – pracownia@naukaprzygoda.edu.pl
Czech Republic- ASOCIACE DICE – asociace.dice@gmail.com
Greece- Roes Cooperativa – weare@roes.coop
Estonia- MITTETULUNDUSUHING SHOKKIN GROUP – olalla@shokkin.org
Bulgaria- Сдружение "Обединени младежки съвети" – youth.plovdiv@abv.bg

